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PP--22 AANNAATTOOMMIICC NNEECCKK PPIILLLLOOWW SSMMAALLLL

The pillow is made of permanent flexible and shape conservative
polyurethane foam, maintaining relaxation of the shoulder and
neck region by its anatomic shape. The cottoned washable cover
with zipper can be easily taken out and put back on. It's soft and
it lets the skin breathe.
Anatomically improper sleeping positions leads to head and neck
aches. The pillow supports the spine and relives muscular pain by
relaxing the shoulder-neck region.

PP--33 AANNAATTOOMMIICC NNEECCKK PPIILLLLOOWW FFOORR CCHHIILLDD

Designed for child and minion structured adult usage, the pillow
has the same features of the anatomic neck pillow but smaller.

PP--11 AANNAATTOOMMIICC NNEECCKK PPIILLLLOOWW LLAARRGGEE

The pillow is made of permanent flexible and shape conservative
polyurethane foam, maintaining relaxation of the shoulder and
neck region by its specially designed ergonomic shape.
The cottoned washable cover with zipper can be easily taken
out and put back on. It's soft and it lets the skin breathe.
Anatomically improper sleeping positions leads to head and neck
aches. The pillow prevents possible pain reasons by supporting
the servical spine. It also prevents snoring caused by improper
sleeping positions.
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PP--44 WWAAIISSTT PPIILLLLOOWW LLAARRGGEE

The pillow is made of permanent flexible and shape conservative polyurethane
foam, maintains sitting in the right position by its specially designed anatomic
shape. It is placed in a washable cover with zipper that can be easily taken out
and put back on. The pillow can be stabilized to any chair by its elastic strap at the
back. Correcting seating position and body posture, it prevents or relieves lumbar
waist and back pain at home, work, and travelling. Anatomically improper sleeping
positions leads to head and neck aches. The pillow prevents possible pain reasons
by supporting the servical spine. It also prevents snoring caused by improper
sleeping positions.

PP--55 WWAAIISSTT PPIILLLLOOWW SSMMAALLLL

Same as large waist pillow but smaller, specially designed for car use. It is used in
all types of cars thanks to the elastic bandage behind it with correct seating
position it prevents or relieves lumbar waist and back pair.

PP--66 SSEETTTTLLEE PPIILLLLOOWW

The pillow is made of permanent flexible and shape conservative polyurethane
foam, produced in ring shape with a hole atthe center. Rounded edges of the ring
ensure complete fixing. It’s covered with cottony washable cover with zipper and
elastic that can be easily taken out and put back on. Used at hemorrhoids,
dekibitus wounds, hip pain and coccyx degenerations. Maintains comfort
in people who work by sitting for long time periods.
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PP--77 TTRRAAVVEELL PPIILLLLOOWW

The pillow is made of permanent flexible and shape conservative polyurethane
foam, designed for surrounding and holding the neck. Its covered with washable
cover with zipper made of elastic fabric that can be easily taken out and put back
on. The pillow is placed at the neck to ensure trip comfort and to prevent the neck
from bending sideways during trip. It takes advance against inflamable pillows by
its softness and durable structure and can be used for a life time because it has no
risk of deflating or getting poked.

PP--88  WWAAIISSTT PPIILLLLOOWW WWIITTHH WWEEIIGGHHTT

Produced  for  waist support, the pillow supports the spine with the help of the
weight on the tip of the pillow. Correct seating position and body posture,
it prevents or relieves lumbar waist and back pain

PP--99 VVIISSCCOO  SSMMAALLLL NNEECCKK PPIILLLLOOWW

Made from water-based Polyurathane is shaped according to the body's natural
lines with the body temperature, it maintains relaxation of the shoulder and neck
region by its specially designed ergonomic shape. The cottoned washable cover
with zipper can be easily taken out and put back on. It's soft and it lets the skin
breathe.
Anatomically improper sleeping positions leads to head and neck aches.
The pillow prevents possible pain reasons by supporting the servical spine
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PP--1111 VVIISSCCOO TTRRAAVVEELL PPIILLLLOOWW

The pillow is made from water-based Polyurathane, designed for surrounding and
holding the neck. It's covered with washable cover with zipper made of elastic
fabric that can be easily taken out and put back on. The pillow is placed at the neck
to ensure trip comfort  to prevent the neck from bending sideways during trip. 

PP--1100 VVIISSCCOO  LLAARRGGEE NNEECCKK PPIILLLLOOWW

Made from water-based Polyurathane is shaped according to the body's natural
lines with the body temperature, it is produced for the people who are comfortable
with the large pillows. It maintains relaxation of the shoulder and neck region by
its specially designed ergonomic shape. The cottoned washable cover with zipper
can be easily taken out and put back on. It's soft and it lets the skin breathe.
Anatomically improper sleeping positions leads to head and neck aches.
The pillow prevents possible pain reasons by supporting the servical spine

PP--1133 VVIISSCCOO WWAAIISSTT PPIILLLLOOWW

Made from water-based Polyurathane is shaped according to the body's natural
lines with the body temperature. The pillow supporting the waist is covered with
washable cover with zipper made of elastic fabric that can be easily taken out
and put back on.
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PP--1144 VVIISSCCOO RREEFFLLUU PPIILLLLOOWW

Made from water-based Polyurathane is shaped according to the
body's natural lines with the body temperature.The pillow having
25 cm width and 68 cm lenght and produced as triangular is used
for the treatment of reflu by keeping the head above. The high
part of the triangular prism 25 cm and it provides  nearly 45
degree-angle. 

PP--2200 VVIISSCCOO SSIINNGGLLEE BBEEDD 9900XX220000XX77 CCMM..

The visco single bed is made from water-based Polyurathane and is used by beinglayed on the bed.
The sizes of it are 90X200X7 cm

PP--2211 VVIISSCCOO DDOOUUBBLLEE BBEEDD 116600XX222200XX44 CCMM..

The visco single bed is made from water-based Polyurathane and
is used by being layed on  the bed. The sizes of it are
160X220X4cm

WWaasshhiinngg IInnssttrruuccttiioonn::
Needs to be washed at 30 degree (86 Fahrenheit) with a soft
detergent. Avoid from direct sunlight,radiator temperature,
electric irons and etc. Don't use bleacher and dry cleaning

PP--2222 VVIISSCCOO SSEETTTTLLEE PPIILLLLOOWW

Made from water-based Polyurathane is shaped according to the body’s natural
lines with the body temperature.Rounded edges of the ring ensure complete fixing.
It is covered with cottony washable cover with zipper and elastic that can be easily
taken out and put back on. Used at hemorrhoids, dekibitus wounds, hip pain and
coccyx degenerations. Maintains comfort in people who work by sitting for
long time periods. 
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